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ABSTRACT
This arti le proposes new measurements for evaluating the image quality of a
du tion of

olors. The

devi es than to
era into a

on ept of gamut is usually a topi

apture devi es (sensors). Moreover, it does not take other important

ount, su h as noise. On the

ontrary,

olor rendering, a

gamut is most ae ted by noise and

am-

ameras. To have an in depth analysis

on ept of Gamut SNR is introdu ed, des ribing the set of

given SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio). This representation provides a

Keywords:

hara teristi s of the

olor sensitivity is a global measurement relating the raw noise

with the spe tral sensitivities of the sensor. It provides an easy ranking of
of noise vs.

amera, parti ularly on the repro-

of interest, but it is mu h more adapted to output

an be useful for

olors a hievable for a

onvenient visualization of what part of the

amera tuning as well.

Color sensitivity, spe tral response, signal to noise ratio, gamut, image quality evaluation

1. INTRODUCTION
Colorfulness is a major attributes of image quality.

Indeed, it ae ts all frequen ies, and major

olor failure

an be seen at a very rst glan e even on a small thumbnail. Therefore, it is of utmost importan e to evaluate
or predi t whether a

amera is able to have a good

olor rendering.

The quality of a

nature very subje tive and relies heavily on personal taste, past experien e or even
pre isely what a good

olor rendering is

annot rea h a general

this paper. This paper only deals with obje tive

olor rendering is by

ultural preferen e. Dening

onsensus, and is denitely out of the s ope of

hara terization of

olor rendering by digital

ameras, for whi h

the emphasis is usually put on two major fa tors:

•

how ri h is the set of

olors that a

•

How a

olors?

urate are the

The notion of gamut

amera

an reprodu e?

an be introdu ed to answer the rst point, and will be detailed hereafter. The se ond

point needs to be explained. In general,

olor a

ura y is viewed as

imperfe tions due to the ele troni s. However, this (in)a
due to noise. This is parti ularly true for low-end

ura y

ameras, as

olorimetri

a

ura y, regardless of all the

an be dominated by another sour e of errors

ameraphones, whi h have a very small pixel pit h

(typi ally 2.2µm or 1.75µm). Moreover, these devi es are often used in low light

onditions, like bars or night

lubs, with typi al illumination of 5 or 10lux.
Before going on with more details, it is ne essary to start with a des ription of
digital

amera. Like human vision, a digital

olor rendering on a typi al

amera usually has three dierent types of photosites,

by their spe tral sensitivities, representing the response of the

on respe tively large, medium and small wavelengths, they are generi ally
To make things simpler, we integrate all the dierent

hara terized

amera to ea h wavelength. Sin e they are

omponents of the

alled

r, g

and

b

amera into these spe tral responses:

these usually in lude the transmittan e of the lenses, the infrared lter, the spe tral response of the
array, and the response of the sili on. At a given gain, the expe ted response of the red

I

ree ted by an obje t with ree tan e

E

entered

for red, green, blue.
olor lter

hannel to an illuminant

is

R=β

Z

I(λ)E(λ)r(λ) dλ + δr ,
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(1)

where

β

δr

is a multipli ative fa tor (overall gain) and
hannels (G and

the green and blue

is set to 0. The fa tor

β

B

is an oset due to the ele troni s. The same holds for

values). The oset

an be

ompensated, and with no loss of generality, it

depends on the exposure and the dierent gains. Not only does it multiply the sensor

values by a s alar, but it also multiplies the noise by the same fa tor.
Now, the raw RGB values

hange from one sensor to another sin e ea h sensor has its own spe tral responses,

whi h are usually quite dierent from the primary
set of

•
•
•

olors of the devi e used to display the images. The minimal

olor transformations used to adapt the sensor to the display are
white balan e to
hromati

adaptation tting the sensor

independent
tonal

ompensate for the illuminant.

olor spa e, the nal

urve, histori ally used to

olor spa e to the output devi e

olor spa e (or a normalized, devi e

onversion being done by the output devi e)

ompensate for the nonlinearity of CRT s reens, and also used to tune the

ontrast.

The white balan e is usually determined by two gain fa tors applied on the red and blue

hannels, the green

hannel being taken as a referen e. After white balan ing, an obje t with a neutral ree tan e should appear
essentially with

R = G = B,

although it

adaptation is usually modeled as a

3×3

an be deliberately set to be slightly dierent from this. The hromati
(1, 1, 1)t be invariant. More omplex models

matrix letting the ve tor

(using 3D lookup tables) are possible, but we will always use the matrix model in the following, and refer to
it as the

olor matrix.

We will ignore the tonal

are performed before appli ation of the
white balan e s ales are
extent, the
the

ru ial sin e they

olor matrix determines how a

is also to map the sensor

urve, sin e all the measurements des ribed in the following

ontrast

hange, or a tually require to inverse the tonal

an lead to a global and unnatural

urate, vivid or dull the image appears. The role of the

olor spa e to another

omparison of sensors is more adequate in this

dieren es

olor rendering. Moreover, the

to obtain a given

ameras. As a result, we will see that even though some

ameras, results are mostly

this measurement is more dis riminating for the quality of a
it leads to one single number, and provides a dire t
determine whi h

onditioned by the

hoi e of the

on ept of gamut also negle ts the noise introdu ed by the

olor rendering. In Se t. 3, we will introdu e the

olors are most ae ted by noise

SNR, whi h is the set of

olor matrix. The outline of this

on ept of gamut of an input devi e (already studied in

ompare dierent types of

an be observed between low and high-end

alibration of

olor matrix

olor spa e, whi h is supposed to be the same for all the

In Se t. 2, we will develop the

several previous works) and

on ept of

an be useful.

olor sensitivity is that

ameras. However, a more lo al analysis to
Se tion 4 introdu es the

on ept of Gamut

an be very useful, espe ially for

2. INPUT DEVICE GAMUT

on ept of gamut has been primarily introdu ed for

of visible

olors that the devi e

Indeed, the

hara terizing output devi es. It is dened as the set

an render. Although this set

olors output by the devi e are

has three types of
gamut

ameras

on luding.

2.1 Denition
The

amera

olor rendering is mostly a trade-o between the vividness of

olors and noise, and is a key for nal image quality. We will display the Gamut SNR of several types of
before

amera

olor sensitivity, and explain why

amera. One advantage of

omparison of

olors a hievable for a given SNR value. It

ISP (Image and Signal Pro essing) tuning, sin e

The

olor spa e depending only on the display devi e. Therefore,

sensors. Changing the output devi e or the illuminant also requires a dierent
arti le is as follows.

urve.

olor shift in a pi ture. To an

an be huge, this is a tually a simple problem.

ombination of a small set of primary

ones, using three primary

olors. Sin e the human eye

olors is usually enough to obtain suitable

an be sensibly smaller than the set of visible

olors, depending on the primaries. It

olors, although the
an be enlarged by

hoosing dierent and/or more primaries.
The gamut of an input devi e (su h as a sensor) is dened as the set of
This is mu h more di ult to determine.

olors that the devi e

an distinguish.

Indeed, it would require to measure (or simulate) the response of

the sensor to all possible spe tra, whi h form an innitely dimensional ve tor spa e.
wavelengths with a nite a
omputational

14 though inevitably approximate.

hallenge. However, pra ti al solutions have been proposed,

To sum up, the dierent methods
possible
(its

Even by sampling the

ura y (for instan e 10nm between 380nm and 800nm), this still remains an intra table

olors. This set is

onsist in

hoosing a nite set of spe tra that

ru ial sin e it determines how the

hromati

olor matrix). Dierent possibilities have been proposed as optimal

samples, or the Gretag Ma beth

olor

In this paper, the purpose is to

apply the same

•

use the

hromati

olors, su h as the Munsell book of

he ker, although ea h method has its own limit.

57

ompare the performan es of dierent sensors. Although a dierent

of a sensor yields a dierent gamut, two proto ols at least

•

an be representative of all

adaptation of the sensor is performed

alibration

an be applied.

adaptation method (same set of

olor rendering used by the

olors

olor samples, same metri , same illuminant)

amera manufa turer.

The rst method is more obje tive, although it does not ree t the

olors a tually output from the

Conversely, the se ond method is subje tive, sin e it reveals aestheti

hoi es of the

amera.

amera manufa turer.

2.2 Experimental measurement
The following proto ol is used to

•

ompute the gamut of sensors.

Inputs:
1. Sensor spe tral response.
2. Color he ker ree tion spe tra.

•

Algorithm:
1. Compute the raw values of the Color Che ker from the spe tral response of the sensor and the ree tion
spe tra (see (1)).
2. For a

olor matrix

A

mapping the sensor

Lab values, and the mean related error
3. Find the matrix

A

∆E

minimizing the mean

4. For this optimal matrix, draw the

olor spa e on CIE XYZ,

∆E

(x, y) values

Some measurements were performed on sele ted digital
matrix is strongly inuen ed by the

ompute the

orresponding CIE

on the pat hes of the Color Che ker.
error.
orresponding to the response of mono hromati
ameras: 2 DSLRs, 2

hoi e of the target.

ameraphones. The

waves.

alibration

The output gamuts are all larger than the sRGB

Gamut. There was no guarantee for that, sin e the pat hes of the ColorChe ker are not parti ularly saturated.
The gamuts of the DSLRs are usually larger than the gamut of the
shows that the measure is not very dis riminative. Also, the mean

ameraphones but not that mu h, whi h

∆E

on the DSLR is mu h smaller than on

ameraphones. This is related to the dieren e of metamerism of the sensor, as dened by the ISO Norm 17321.
As su h, the measurement of the gamut and the

∆E

error reveals sensor metamerism, but it remains indire t.

However, a more dire t measurement would be to determine the set of responses of a sensor that
a single

8

an be seen as

olor by the eye.

2.3 Limitations and on lusions
In

on lusion, the

evaluation is

on ept of the gamut of a sensor is not highly dis riminative per se, as far as image quality

on erned. Indeed, it is extremely dependent on the set of

of the sensor on the

olors used to mat h the spe tral response

olor mat hing fun tions. By using a simple linear model white balan e+ olor matrix, it

is observed that there is a tradeo between the gamut, whi h is a boundary problem, and the a
ree ts the
as a bad
a

olors deep inside the gamut. Now, a

amera reprodu ing a

amera, sin e people usually prefer pi tures with saturated

ura y is not

hara teristi

of the nal rendering of a

ura y, whi h

urate RGB values is usually per eived

olors. Hen e, a

alibration targeting

olor

amera. Moreover, it is always possible to use a more

Figure 1. Comparison of the gamut of sensors. Two DSLR and two ameraphones are tested. Sin e the alibration is
performed on the pat hes of the Gretag Ma Beth in sRGB, the gamuts do not over mu h more than sRGB. The gamut
of the DSLR is larger, but an still be omparable with ameraphones.

omplex transform than a simple
huge, and it

olor matrix, like a 3D look-up table. The number of degrees of freedom is then

an be possible to extend the boundaries of the gamut of a

amera without sa ri ing the a

of the inner values. However, there are two problems that a 3D lookup table

ura y

annot solve. The rst problem is

metamerism: if the sensor outputs the same raw values for spe tra that are dis riminated by the

olor mat hing

fun tions, the information is denitively lost. The se ond problem is the ee t on noise: stret hing the
spa e of the sensor to t a target

olor spa e yields an ampli ation of noise. This is

olor

ompletely ignored by the

on ept of gamut, and is the main point of the rest of this arti le.

3. COLOR SENSITIVITY

3.1 Denition
The pre ise analysis of the
man es of

olorimetri

olor rendering: a

properties of a sensor is interesting as an index of the theoreti al perfor-

ura y, ri hness of

olors, metamerism problems. This is partially

overed by the

gamut of the sensor and was dis ussed in the previous se tion. However, it is not really representative of the
quality of the image that a
espe ially in low lights
metri

analysis assumes that

pat h is observed. Of

amera outputs. Indeed, when dealing with real

onditions, whi h tends to be a very wide use

ase for

ameras, noise is a
amera as

ru ial fa tor,

ameraphones. Colori-

ameras have an innite signal to noise ratio (SNR), or that an innitely wide

ourse, this is unrealisti . Applying a

hromati

not only transforms the

olors of the sensor but it also transforms its noise. For instan e, it is

of sensitivity in a given

hannel

an be

ompensated by a gain (whi h

signal unfortunately amplies the noise as well. Chromati

olor

adaptation matrix (or any look up table)

adaptation

lear that the la k

an be analog or digital). Amplifying the
an also amplify the noise, parti ularly

when the spe tral responses of the sensor show a large overlap. Intuitively, the spe tral responses of the sensor
have to be stret hed more to t the

olor mat hing fun tions. Te hni ally speaking, the

olor matrix has large

singular values.
Hen e, another notion of the quality of
the sensor into a
number of

olor rendering has to be introdu ed, and needs to take the noise of

ount. This is the purpose of

olors that a sensor

9 It is dened as the

olor sensitivity, introdu ed by Buzzi et. al.

an distinguish, up to noise. Consider for instan e a sensor en oding the gray

levels on 10bits on ea h olor hannel (whi h is typi al for ameraphones and low-end DSCs). In theory, the
30
sensor an output 2
dierent values. However, these values are noisy. Noise an be modeled as an additive
Gaussian noise. We

onsider that two values

loser than one noise standard deviation

annot be distinguished.

In other words, the a tual density of gray levels is the inverse of the standard deviation. In three dimensions, a
Gaussian noise is determined by a
Therefore, there is a limiting

ovarian e matrix. The standard deviation is repla ed by a

1
Q3

i=1

where the

σi

max(σi (r, g, b), 1)

are the square roots of the eigen values of the

denominator is basi ally the volume of the
quantization step.

onfusion ellipsoid.

olor resolution, whi h we take equal to

,

(2)

ovarian e matrix at the point

onfusion ellipsoid at the point

(r, g, b)

(r, g, b).

The

bounded by below by the

When summing this quantity other the whole set of possible values, we obtain the

olor

sensitivity dened by

CS =
the domain of integration being the output

Z

dr dg db
Q3

i=1

max(σi (r, g, b), 1)

olor spa e.

The noise

,

ovarian e matrix

measurement on the raw signal, and then transformed by white balan ing,
the log2 of the

Note that evaluating the

urve. Taking

olors on the sensor.

olor sensitivity does not require a sensor spe tral responses measurement. It

hara teristi s and the

olor rendering only. However, it

whose spe tral responses are given, sin e the raw signal
orre t

olor rendering

an

an be simulated for a sensor

an be simulated as well. Color sensitivity is also mu h

more relevant than the mere raw SNR. Indeed, this latter
of the sensor. However, a

an be obtained from

olor matrix and tonal

olor sensitivity expresses it as the number of bits en oding the

be dedu ed from the noise

an extreme

(3)

an be in reased by enlarging the spe tral responses

an only be obtained by substantially degrading the noise by

olor matrix.

3.2 Good SNR/bad olor sensitivity: a text book ase
As an example, let us

onsider a sensor with a given spe tral response and

olor sensitivity. Let us denote by

(R, G, B)

the raw values of the sensor. Assume also that the ovarian e matrix Σ is diagonal, all diagonal terms
2
being equal to σ . This sensor has a olor matrix, denoted by M . Let us now assume that the spe tral responses

are extended into a  tive sensor. Let us denote by
are obtained from

(R, G, B)

(r, g, b)

the raw values of this sensor, and assume that they

by the following relation






r
R
 g  = A G ,
b
B
where

A

is the

3×3

matrix




1
0.5
0
A =  0.25 1 0.25  .
0
0.5
1

Ea h photosite is 50% more sensitive than on the original sensor. In order to have the same sensor sensitivity,
the gain needs to be 66% of the original value. If we assume that the noise is mainly photoni , the raw noise
varian e has been multiplied by

0.66,

whi h is an SNR in rease of

1.76dB.

However, the

olor matrix has to be

multiplied by

B=





−1
1.75 −1. 0.25
2
A
=  −0.5 2. −0.5 
3
0.25 −1. 1.75

t
t
ovarian e matrix is then M BΣB M . Basi ally, the olor resolution
t 1/2
has been de reased by a fa tor det(BΣB )
= 2.44, whi h is equivalent to a loss of 1.29 bits. (Here, we

to obtain the same

olors. The new noise

negle ted the quantization ee t, whi h makes the degradation even worse.) Therefore, even though the sensor
has a mu h better SNR in raw, its

olor sensitivity has de reased.

3.3 Experimental measurements
The algorithm to

•

ompute the

olor sensitivity of a sensor is the following:

Inputs:
1. sensor raw values of the Color he ker
2. raw noise

urves of the sensor

3. target values of the Color he ker in sRGB linear

•

olor spa e.

Algorithm
1. Find the

olor matrix minimizing the mean

∆E

error in CIE Lab

olor spa e between the target

values and the observed values.
2. For ea h point in linear sRGB (no gamma
using the raw noise and the
3.

ompute the

urve applied),

ompute the noise

ovarian e matrix by

olor matrix.

olor sensivitity by integration, as given in (3).

The following graphs represent some results of the

olor sensitivity of 8

ameraphone sensors and 21 DSLR

ameras (from old models to the most high-end re ent ones) under illuminant D65.

In order to show that

raw noise does not always mean low noise after pro essing, the SNR is displayed versus the
The measurements are performed at real ISO 100 (whi h
by the manufa turer).
target exposure).

The SNR is measured on the green

There is a

ameraphones; but
at equivalent SNR,

olor sensitivity:

olor sensitivities may dier by up to one bit.
ompare noise and

olor sensitivity.

However, dierent

ameras

olor sensitivity measurements at ISO 100
olor sensitivity

an have dierent behavior when the gain (sensitivity)

olor sensitivity takes the global noise behavior into a

olor sensitivity is very dependent on the illuminant. Indeed, in
olor matri es have to be taken into a

However,

The way ISP manages low exposure/high

If the noise were only photoni , the SNR should de rease by 12dB and the

in reases, espe ially in shadows. The
and dierent

(whi h is a usual

DSLRs are always better than

ameras with the best SNR do not ne essarily have the best

should de rease by 6bits.
that

hannel at 18% of the dynami

orrelation between SNR and

sensitivity is also interesting. To this end, let us
and ISO 1600.

olor sensitivity.

an be slightly dierent from the ISO announ ed

ount. Note also

ontrast to raw noise, white balan e s ales

ount, and eventually give more relevant measures. It is

Figure 2. Left: raw SNR vs olor sensitivity for dierent ameras. DSLRs are learly better than ameraphones (KPh).
More interestingly, there are some some ranking inversion between ameraphones when the SNR or the olor sensitivity
is onsidered. This latter is more meaningful. Right: olor sensitivity at ISO 100 vs. olor sensitivity at ISO 1600. If
the noise were purely photoni , the olor sensitivity should drop by 6 bits (represented by the bla k straight line). Some
sensors beat this limit. This diagram is representative of the performan e of the amera in low light.
possible to argue that the raw SNR is not relevant sin e it does not provide an evaluation of the performan e on
the nal RGB image (after raw

onversion). Indeed, any raw

onversion in ludes a denoising algorithm. This

is true, but a measurement of noise in a supposedly uniform area is not a perfe t measurement either. Indeed,
it is very well known that most ISPs smoothen the uniform areas to in rease the SNR. However, this
large and

olored grain in the pi tures and is also degrades areas with thin textures. Still,

be used to

an

ompared dierent sensors when using the same ISP.

4. GAMUT SNR

4.1 Denition
The

reates a

olor sensitivity

olor sensitivity is a good global index that

allows dire t sensors performan es

an be provided with an exe utive summary, sin e it dire tly

omparison. However, it may be useful to have more lo al information, and

exhibit what part of the gamut is the most penalized. More pre isely, it is usually
to 10 (that is 20dB) is the minimal value to obtain a

to 40 (i.e. 32dB). Be ause of the dierent white balan e gain and the
gamut exhibit quite dierent SNRs. We
are given by the noise

olor matrix, dierent parts of the output

hoose to represent these values in the CIE Lab

values of L. It is possible to determine the
balan e s ales, the

onsidered that a SNR equal

orre t image, and that an image is good for SNR equal

ovarian e matrix

onfusion ellipsoid for ea h

Σ(L, a, b),

whi h is easily

(L, a, b)

olor spa e, for dierent

triplet. The axes of this ellipsoid

al ulated from the RAW noise, the white

olor matrix and the Ja obian of the transformation from XYZ to Lab. An interesting parallel

an be drawn with the Ma

Adam ellipses: for a given

olor, it is the set of

from. The CIE Lab was designed su h that these ellipses should be

olors it

suggest that in addition to the limiting resolution of per eption, noise also makes
dene the SNR at value

For a given threshold

τ,

(L, a, b)

annot be distinguished

ir les with radius equal to 1.

Here, we

olors indistinguishable. We

by

√
L 2 + a2 + b 2
SN R(L, a, b) = p
.
tra e Σ(L, a, b)

the Gamut SNR-τ is the set of values

larity, the Gamut SNR is represented in the

ab-plane

(L, a, b)

(4)

for whi h

for dierent values of

L.

SN R(L, a, b) ≥ τ .

For a sake a

The Gamut SNR extends some industry standards whose purpose is to determine the at eld illumination
whi h is ne essary to obtain SNR=10 on the luminan e (obtained as a linear
balan e and

ombination of R, G, B after white

olor matrix).

For a given value of
for a given value of

L

L,

dierent sensors

shows whi h

an be

ompared. Moreover, the value of the SNR in the

olors are the most noisy. The values around

a=b=0

ab-plane

are usually the most

noisy, whi h is also per eptually relevant, sin e we are very sensitive to lo al hue shift in areas that should be
neutral.

4.2 Experimental measurements
The method to

•

ompute the Lab SNR is as follows

Input:
1. raw values of the Gretag Ma Beth Color Che ker
2. raw noise

urves of the sensor

3. CIE Lab values of the pat hes of the Color Che ker for the used illuminant

•

Algorithm
1. Determine the

olor matrix best tting the sensor raw

the Color Che ker. The tting error is the
2. For ea h

(L, a, b)

value

orresponding to a

ovarian e matrix.
3. Compute the SNR by using (4).

∆E

olor spa e and CIE XYZ for the pat hes of

in CIE Lab.

(X, Y, Z)

value in the visible spe trum,

ompute the noise

Measurements for a DSLR (Canon EOS 400D) are presented on Fig. 3 for luminan e values 30, 50, 70 and
illuminant D65.

Every measurements were performed with gain or real ISO sensitivity 100.

the manufa turer ISO

orresponding to the

(We distinguish

amera setting and the ISO sensitivity as dened in the norm

10 ). As predi ted the SNR in reases as the luminan e in reases. Moreover, neutral

ISO 13232
vi inity of

a = 0, b = 0)

it is well known that saturating an image amplies its noise, and that it is very
Colors in the yellow tones (a

lose to 0 and positive

b)

also have a bad SNR be ause they

orrespond to a value
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Figure 3. Gamut SNR of the Canon EOS 400D at L = 30, 50, 70. The referent illuminant is D65.
On Fig. 4, three DSLR are
tax K10D). Pentax K10D is

ompared for luminan e L=50 (the Canon EOS 400D, Nikon D80 and Pen-

learly the best one. Canon EOS 400D and Nikon D80 have very similar results,
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Figure 4. Gamut SNR at L = 50. The referent illuminant is D65. From left to right: Canon EOS 400D, Nikon D80,
Pentax K10D.
On Fig.5, three

amera modules are

ompared. The two rst ones are from the same manufa turer (denoted

by M1). The rst sensor has a 2.2µm pixel pit h, the se ond one 1.75µm. However, the se ond one is better in
terms of

olor noise, showing that the mannufa turer manages (in this

ase) to maintain the quality, even though

the pixel size goes down. However, the third sensor (a 2.2µm pixel by another manufa turer M2) is the best.
Of

ourse, DSLR are mu h better than

ameraphones, as

an be seen on Fig. 6 (the same

The last gure 7 shows the dependan e on the illuminant.

olor s ale is used).

The performan e of the sensor (again the

Canon EOS 400D) drops down when going from Daylight illuminant to tungsten illuminant.
the yellowish

olors (low values on the blue

In parti ular

hannel) have the worst SNR with the neutral values. Gamut SNR

depends on the illuminant through the white balan e and

olor matrix. Sin e sensors are not very sensitive to

short wavelengths, the blue white balan e s ale is usually very large. This is illustrated by the variation of Gamut
SNR when swit hing from daylight to tungsten illuminant. There is a general loss of about 2dB. Moreover, the
shape of the Gamut itself

hanges. The loss in red/purple (a

>0

and

b

lose to 0)

an be very large.
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Figure 5. Gamut SNR at L = 50. The referent illuminant is D65. From left to right: amera module manufa turer M1,
pixel pit h 2.2µm, M1 with pixel pit h 1.75µm, Manufa turer M2, pixel pit h 2.2µm. The rst two gures show that the
manufa turer an have better pixel design when shrinking down the pixel size.
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Figure 6. Gamut SNR at L = 50, for the Canon EOS 400D and the amera module of Manufa turer M2 (the best one in
the previous plot).
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Figure 7. Comparison of Gamut SNR at L = 50 for Canon EOS 400D with illuminant D65 (left) and A (right). The la k
of sensitivity in the blue hannel, the large white balan e s ales are riti al for the noise values after olor rendering. The
loss is usually about 2dB.

5. CONCLUSION
The quality of

olor reprodu tion by a

the ele troni
this.

amera is determined by the spe tral responses of the sensor, but also by

hara teristi s that determine the sensor noise. The notion of Gamut is not su ient to des ribe

Two measurements are proposed to take noise into a

ounting the number of

olors the sensor

noise on the sensor, after a ne essary
tuning, espe ially in low light

ount.

The

olor sensitivity is a global measure

an render, up to noise. The Gamut SNR shows the distribution of

olor

alibration. Both notions

onditions. In this

ase,

an be used for

amera raw

onversion

olors are usually desaturated in order to limit noise,

parti ularly for neutral tones. Therefore, there is a trade-o between

olor a

ura y (∆E error) and noise that

has to be determined by experimental subje tive experien e. In a further work, we will present a measurement
of metamerism whi h is a ne essary

omplement of the

olor sensitivity and Gamut.
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